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EVAL UATION

This program supports RADC TPO No. R5B and was initiated to extend
earl ier work which evaluated the stresses produced in the lid or base of
a rectangular flat-pack by impacts of the package on a rigid floor. This
study developed models for theoretically predicti ng the stresses produced
on wires and wire bonds wi thin a rectangular flat-pack by a flatwise up-
side-down impact on a rigid floor.

The resul ts of the analysis indicate that an upside-down flatwise
drop test of a package can produce wi re and bond stresses comparabl e to
those developed in the bond strength tests of MIL-STD-883,”Test Methods
and Procedures for Mi croelectronics.” This is signi ficant because It
implies that a drop test may have potential a~ a mechani cal screen for
wires and wire bonds in sealed packages. This conclusion must be regarded
as tentati ve, however, since the analysis which led to it is critically
dependent on the following two main premises :

(a) The impact causes instantaneous arrest of the terminal ends of
the wi re.

(b) In its subsequent motion , the wire attains a deflected configura-
tion completely devoid of kinetic energy (as in the case of a standing wave
vi bration).

The non-fulfillment of either assumption will tend to reduce the
maximum wi re stress and bond force; hence, the formulae developed in the
report for the tensile stress and bond force due to a gi ven impact velocity
must be considered upper bound formulae.

A more refined analysis should prove extremely va luable to determine
to what extent the non-fulfillment of these premises mitigates the maximum
wi re stress and bond force. Thi s analysis, which can be carried out on the
basis of traveling wave theory, utilizing the method of characteristics , is
left for a future study. The Intent is to study the case of instantaneous or
non-instantaneous arrest of the terminals. No assumptions will be necessary
regarding the kinetic energy of the configuration of maximum strain energy.

In the event the further modeling bears out the initia l promise of the
drop test as a screening device, experimental verification of the models
will be conducted, as well as some developmental work on the hardware and
practical technique of the drop test.

The resul ts of this program will be used by RADC in the development of
screening procedures for MIL-STD-883 and in support of the Air Force/NASA
task to establish screening requirements for Cl&ss S hybrids .
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1. iNTRODUCT ION t .
Refe rciico 1 studied the stresses produced in the lid or base c~f a

r t ’’ t ; t n g u i . I r  f L i t—pack  by edgewise and f latwise impacts of the package

on .i rigid f loor , as might occur If the package were accidentally dropped

during “norma l hand ling”.

In the present report we study the effect of a fi ~~~~~ upside—down

impac t on one of the internal components of the package , namely a wire BC

with l i t t le or no initial slack and terminals at the same level (Fig. 1).

In particular , by means of an approximate analysis we arrive at simple

tipper bound formulas for the maximum tensile stress ~ developed in the

wire , the corresponding strain i , and the corresponding force F exerted

by the wire upon its bonds , all as functions of the impac t velocity v.

The main premises of the analysis are that (a) the impact causes

instantaneous arrest of the terminals without rebound , and (b) in its

subsequent motion the rest of the wire attains a deflected configuration

devoid of kinetic energy . A simple energy balance (Initial kinetic energy

fina l str,iin energy) then leads to the formulas mentioned above .

These formulas imply rather significant wire stresses and bond forces,

comparable In magnituth . to those developed in the MIL—STD—883A pre—cap

pull tests (~1ethnd 2011.1 of Reference 2). This is an encouraging result ,

because it suggests that a flatwise drop test can serve as a mechanical

screen for wires and wire bonds in closed packages. However, f ur ther

analysis is required In order to see to what extent non—satisfaction of

t h e above promises might mitigate th, maximum wire stress and bond force.

Thus further analysis is lett for ~ ‘~‘ture report.
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II. ASSUMPTION S AND ANALYSIS

A. General.— We assume that the package impacts a rigid horizontal

surface upside—down and flatwise, as in Fig. 1, and we neglect any re-

bound and any flexural deformation of the base to which the wire BC

*is attached. In that case, the wire may be regarded as a cable tha t is

-
• moving downward with a uniform velocity v and has its ends instantan-

eously arrested and held at zero velocity.

We shall assume little or no initial slack and let the function y0
(x)

in Fig. 2 represent the shape of the wire in its unstrained state just

prior to impact. In this state the entire mechanical energy of the wire

is kinetic and is given by

KE !pAL v2 (1)
2 o

where p is the density of the material , L0 
(~ S) the initial length

of the wire, and A the initial cross—sectional area of the wire. After

impact , the wire will continue moving downward everywhere except at its

ends , losing kinetic energy and acquiring strain energy . We assume that

eventually a configuration y
1
(x) is attained (Fig. 2) that is com-

ple tely devoid of kinetic energy (i.e., the wire is momentar ily a t rest

everywhere along its length). Neglecting any loss of energy (and the

minute change in gravitational potential energy), we may equa te the

strain energy of configuration v1(x) to the initial kinetic energy,

*The wires are frequently located near the edges of the package,
where the presence of the walls will prevent any signif ican t f lexural
deformation of the base.

2
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whIch is given ~ i~~~. ( 1) .  and use this energy balance as a means of

dLterm ining the st.ite of stress of the wire in configuration y1(x).

Toward that end , let us denote by F the force that the wire

in configuration v 1
(x) is exerting upon its bonds B and C. Because

ot t hee near straightness of the wire and the additional assumption of

ne gh igihit ’ horizontal displacements of its elements , we may take F

to be the (‘ross—sectiona l tension everywhere along the length of the

wire. This imp lies that the strain will also be uni form along the

• length oh the wire .

The strain—energy density (strain energy per unit volume) associated

with this strain can be determined from the tensile stress—strain curve of

the material (Fig. 3). it is simply the area (shown shaded in Fig. 3)

under the stress—strain curve from the origin to  the abscissa value of c.

Denoting this area by [ 1 ( t) ,  we can express the total strain energy of

the wire In configuration ~1 (x) as

SE U ( c )AL (2) - •

Equating this to the Initial kinetic energy , Eq. (Fl , we obtain

:~ ~v
’ 

- U(c) (3)

as the basic relations hip between the impac t velocity v and the maximum

strain induced In the wire by the impact.

Equation (3) defines t imp licitly . The tensile stress o assc’—

ciated with this strain is then defined by the stress—strain curve , sym-

bol i zed by

— f(~ ) (4) . -

and the corresponding bond force will be

-
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F — La (5)

B. Special Case of a Material that Obeys Mooke’s Law .— If the stress

and strain are in the linear region OP of the stress—strain curve (i.e.,

below the proportional limit P in Fig. 3), their relationship is defined

by Rooke ’s law as

a — Ec (6)

whe re E is the Young ’s modulus of the material. The strain energy

-j density then becomes

1 1 2
U( c) at — Ec (7)

Substitution of this into Eq. (3) gives

c — Wp /E (8)

‘1
as the relationship between impact velocity and maximum strain developed

in the wire subsequent to impact. Equations (6) and (5) then give

— V/~~~ F Av/~i (9), (10)

for the maximum wire stress and bond force, respectively. These results

are of course valid only if c is less than the proportional—limit

stra in ce,, that is, only for impact velocities satisfying the inequality

vI~7i < c~ (11)

It is interesting to note that a and c are independent of the span

S and the cross—sectional area A of the wire. The bond force F

does, however, depend upon A.

4
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C. So~cial Case of an Elastic—Ideally Plastic Material .— The tensile

stress—strain curve of gold and silver wires in the “hard” temper can be

idealized to the form shown in Fig. 4 if one neglects a slight rounding

at the knee of the curve. Then for c greater than c~ , but less than

the fr act ure stra in C f I  U(c) becomes the sum of a triangle and a rec-

tangle:

— -
~~ a c + o ( c  — c )  — 0

u~ 
— (12)

where c — Ec is the ultimate tensile strength of the material. Sub—
U p

stitution of this expression into Eq. (3) gives

a 2
— -

~(j~ + 
-
~~

—) or v — —~ (2c — 

~~) (13) , (14)

as the relationship between impac t velocity v and maximum wire strain

c. The wire stress and bond force will be

— 0
u 

F — Ac (15) , (16)

The above results, Eqs. (13) to (16), depend , of course , on

be ing greater than c~ . Therefore, they are to be used only if Eq. (8)

leads to a value of c greater than c .  If Eq. (13) predicts an c

greater than t
f~ 

this implies that the wire will have fractured in

tension as a result of the impact.

D. Special Case of a Material with a Ramberg 9s&ood Stress—Strain

Curve.— For many materials the stress—strain curve can he approximated

very well by the following equation, proposed by Ramberg and Osgood

(Ref. 3):

S
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a 3 °l a
(l7~

where is a “yield stress”, defined as the stress at which the

line ~‘ 
— .7Ec intersects the stress—strain curve a — f(c), and n

is a parameter tha t varies from one material to another and is related

to the sharpness of the knee of the stress—strain curve. For such

mar ’riais the strain energy becomes the following function of 0:

- 
(~2 

+ 
~~~~ 

(18)

and Eq. (3) then gives

n—l
• v — --p--- + 

~ ~~~~~~~ 
(~

—) (19)
1

as the impac t ve1~ city required to produce any specified maximum wire

stress c. The corresponding strain will be given by Eq. (17). The

impact velocity required to rupture the wire can be found by substituting

for ~ in Eq. (19). If the ultimate bond strength F is known,

the impact velocity required to rupture the bond can be found by sub-

stituting e — Fe/A in Eq. (19).

III. NUI4ERICAL EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the use of some of the above formulas,

let us consider a pair of equal strength and equal diameter hard

tempered wires, one gold , the other aluminum , having the following

characteristics:

6‘
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Gold A1uminum~~~~~~~

Diameter ( i n . )  .0012 .0012

Area , A (in. ‘)  1.13 ~ 10 1.13 ~ 10~

Specific Weigh t (lb/in. ~) .7 .1

Density , ~ (lb—sec ”/ft~ ) 37.5 5.36

B r e a k i n g  St reng th (gra ms) 30 30

Ultimate Tensile Strength , 
~~

(ksi) 58.5 58.5

(lb/ft 2) 8.43 ~ 10~ 8.41

Fracture Strain , t
~ 

.02 .02

Young ’s Modulus , E

(1b / in .~~) 12 106 10 10 k-

(lb/f r2 ) 1728 x 106 134() x

i /~ ( f t / s ec -~) .2245 ~ 106 1.571 lO~

_- -  _ 
3 

~Lr 1T -

Assuming stress—strain curves as in Fig. 4, we shall then compute the

following quantities for each wire : (a) The wire stress c’ and bond

force F resulting from a 4—foot flatwise drop (v 16 ft/sec).

(b) The impact velocity v that would be required to rupture the wire

(assuming that the bond can develop th~ full rupture strength of the

wire).

To solve part (a) of this problem , let us tentatively assume that

a will be less than so that Eq. (9) is valid. For the gold wit- c ,

Eq. (9) then gives

7

—
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a — 161(37.5) (1728 x 106) — 4.075 x 106 lb/ft2 — 28.3 kai

(20)

For the aluminum wire it gives

a l6/(5.36)(l440 x l0~) - 1.406 x 106 lb/ft 2 - 9.77 ksi

(2 1)

Both of these results are below the given ultimate tensile strengths

of 58.5 ksi. Therefore the use of Eq. (9) was justified. We note that

because of its higher dens ity the gold wire is stressed more severely

than the aluminum wire. The bond forces F can be computed as follows:

(1.13 x lO 6)(28,300) — .0320 lb — 14.5 grams (gold)

F — Ao —

(1.13 x l0 6) ( 9 ,770) — .01104 lb — 5.0 grams (aluminum)

(22)

The wire stresses (20) and (21) and the bond forces (22) are comparable

• to those that would be developed -in the Method 2011.1 MIL—STD—883A pre—

cap pull tests (see Fig. 7 of Ref. 4).

To solve part (b) of the given problem , we must set c C f 
— .02

in Eq. (14). Doing this and also substttuting the tabulated values of

a / p and alE , we ob ta in the f ollowing impac t veloci ty requ ired to

rupture the gold wire :

v /~~i45 x 106)(.04 — .00488) 89 ft/sec (23)

The corresponding calculation for the aluminum wire is

v m 1(1.571 x 106)(.04 — .00585) — 232 ft/sec (24)

These velocities would require falls of 122 ft. and 833 ft., respec tivel y,

8
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which are of course too high to be considered normal handling and are

likely to cause flexural damage of the base (see Ref. 1).

The bond strength required to develop the full rupture strength

of the wire is

F — a A  — (58,500)(l.13 lO t’) — .0661 lb — 30 grams

(25 )

for both the gold and aluminum .

IV. CONCLU DINC R EMA RK S

The results of the numerical example indicate that an upside—down

flatwise drop test of a package can produce wire and bond stresses com-

parable to those developed in the MIL—STD—883A pre—cap pull tests. This

is very encouraging because it implies that such a drop test (‘an he used

as a mechanical screen for wires ~h14~ wire bonds in closed packages.

However , this conclusion must be regarded as tentative , s ince the

analysis which led to it depends critically on the two main premis es

stated in the Introduction , namely that (a) the impact causes instantan-

eous arrest of the terminals of the wire , and (b) in its subsequent

motion the wtre attains a deflec ted configuration completely devoid et

kinetic energy (as in the case of a standing wave vibration). The non-

fulfillment of either assumption will tend to reduce the maximum wire

st~ress and bond force; hence the formulas developed herein tor o and

F diw to ., given impact velocity v must be regarded as up~per hound

formulas.

A more refined analysis is needed In order to set’ to what extent

the non—fulfillm ent of these premises mitigates the maximum wire stress

and bond force. Such an analysis, whi ch can be rarr i ed out on the hasi

9 
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of traveling wave theory, utilizing the method of charac teristics , is

left for a future report. It is intended by means of It to study

the case of instantaneous or non—instantaneous arrest of the terminals

(the latter migh t be due to base flex ibil ity or the cushion ing effec t

of the air on the unders ide of the fall ing package or the f ixture to

which the package is attached). No assumption will have to be made

regarding the kinetic energy of the configuration of maximum strain

energy.

If the more ref ined analysis referred to above bears out the

initial promise of the drop test as a screening device , some experimental

verification of the theory will be desirable, as well as some developmental

work on the hardware and practical technique of the drop test.
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FIGURE 2.— Wire configurations .

— 

a. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ;I FICURE 3 — Tensile stress—

~ 
I strain curve of a ductile

o 5r~ Al’4 

material .

Srkts.s

———  FIGURE 4.— Ideal ized tensile

I I stress—strain curve for
hard—tempered gold and

£ 
aluminum wires.
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